Massive erections, thunderous climaxes, and all the "oomph" you need to last all night

Without pills, without waiting, again and again – guaranteed

Thousands of men, just like you, are having the sex of their lives - without popping pills. And in just a minute, I'll show you their secret, because...

Let's face it. There really is no such thing as too much sex!

And even if your sex life is already rich and fulfilling...imagine if you had a little more energy...if your erections stayed harder...or you could go just a little longer...

Sure, maybe you can get your wife to climax...but what if you could give her huge, crushing orgasms that left her covered in sweat and shaking like a leaf?

Well, advancements in supplement delivery are making it easier than ever to do just that. I'm talking about feeling aroused and producing huge, thick erections, on command - naturally. Complete with the surging desire it takes to rattle the walls and wake the neighbors.

How's that for a breakthrough?

When it comes to being a sexual titan, your age is just a number. Spontaneous, all-night sex is wasted on the young. It's a cruel trick of nature. You would think all the years of experience that comes with age would translate into some of the wildest sex of your life.

But for some of us, that just isn't the case.

Well, thanks to this exciting breakthrough; nature doesn't always get the last laugh. Because it doesn't matter if you're 60, 70, 80 or older - I'm going to introduce you to the latest development in nutritional technology that gives your body just what it needs to turn you into a sexual machine with just one speed...overdrive!

Now, there's a fast and easy way to make sure you’re in control of your sex life.

A natural secret that gives your body what it needs - so you can be ready between the
sheets whenever you want to!

It's called Cardio4Life™ and it might be the most comprehensive men's sexual health fuel ever. And there are no pills to swallow because Cardio4Life™ comes in a powerful drink. And, since the potent, erection-fueling, sex-enhancing nutrient is liquid (unlike the 45-minutes you'd have to wait for a pill), this all-natural "sex fuel" goes to work as soon as you drink it!

Cardio4Life™ delivery system is truly progressive. Instead of waiting for a pill's active ingredients to dissolve and enter your system, Cardio4Life™ goes to work right away...so you can be ready for a little action whenever the mood strikes you.

You won't find a more fast-acting way to maintain thick erections and all-night energy

because this fast-acting delivery system isn't the only thing that makes Cardio4Life™ such an advanced sex-fueling supplement. The real genius behind this stuff is its three-pronged strategy to super-charging your sex life. We like to call it "Triple Action"...let me explain.

Age has very little to do with sex.

That's right. There are men out there, some of them more than 10 years older than you, having the best sex of their lives. And those men have three key things in common that their sex-starved friends don't:

1. Hard, recurring erections
2. Surging desire and stamina
3. A reproductive system functioning at the top of its game

Lucky? You bet.

But now you've got the key to unlock the beast within

"Triple Action" for great sex whether you're 60 or 90!

There are literally dozens of nutrients and botanicals that can help produce throbbing erections, crank up your sexual desire and maintain your vitality. Some are recent discoveries, while others have been used for centuries. And while some work great on their own, we found that some work even better together.
So we took a select group of the nutrients and an amino acid that offer the most comprehensive support for your sex life to date. They actually work in concert with one another to promote all three keys to an amazingly satisfying sex life.

- Strong, frequent, rock-hard erections
- Surging masculine desire and stamina
- Healthy, active sperm counts

That's the secret behind Cardio4Life™

And then we did something that's never been done before...

We put this "Triple Action" breakthrough into one powerful formula...Cardio4Life™ It hits all three tiers of support you need.

For hot, spontaneous sex that makes your golden years really golden!

This stuff actually helps get the wheels of your body's natural arousal process in motion for amazing sex any time. It works naturally, with your body, has no known side-effects and, starting with the very first delicious serving you may notice a difference in the bedroom...and, believe me, if you can feel the difference so will your wife!

1. **Strong, Hard, Frequent Erections Naturally**

Imagine your wife's pleasant surprise when you're ready to go Friday night and Saturday morning. It's happening for men just like you because of Cardio4Life™ "Triple Action" formula. And here's the reason...

We fortified the first tier of "Triple Action" with the precursor to your body's own natural "sex messenger." You see, when things start to heat up, your body kicks off a series of complex chemical and physiological processes. The endothelial cells in your penis then release a "sex messenger" saying: "Get ready, it's time."

This "sex messenger" is Nitric Oxide. It opens up the blood vessels in your penis and allows for the rush of blood you need to achieve rock-hard erections. Nitric oxide is clinically proven to stimulate, restore, and magnify the natural response of male and female genitals. But as you get older, your cells can weaken and your body just doesn't pump out as much nitric oxide as you need to help pump up your member. Creating increased nitric oxide is the expected effect of the celebrated drug Viagra. But Cardio4Life™ helps promote healthy nitric oxide levels so you can perform like a man should without the possible side-effects. The proper amount of nitric oxide heightens and lengthens the time of stimulation!

You'll have your wife saying "Why, you little devil!"

Your secret...The first tier of Cardio4Life™ "Triple Action" formula - the amino acid
shown to boost nitric oxide naturally is arginine. You've probably heard of it before and you may have seen it in other sexual enhancement formulas too, but believe me, no other supplement delivers as much erection-fueling power (a full 5,000 mg) as effectively - as **Cardio4Life™**.

### 2. Surging Desire and Stamina for Mind-Blowing Sex

Some pills are only designed to address "your equipment." But a strong erection is nothing without the stamina and the surging sexual desire to back it up. And that's where the second tier of **Cardio4Life™** "Triple Action" formula comes in.

The amino acid arginine, besides converting to nitric oxide to create hard long-lasting erections, also has the ability to cross the brain barrier and increase libido. This makes heating things up in the bedroom a whole lot easier. It's the second tier of action that does the trick by naturally promoting strong sexual desire and surging sexual energy. And the best news… research at the **Stanford School of Medicine** proved that arginine can improve a woman’s sexual desire and overall satisfaction.

**This libido boosting effect also works on the ladies!**

**Cardio4Life™** also comes with a powerful B complex including a whopping 500 mcg of vitamin B12 per serving which helps to give an increase in energy production as well as being a workhorse of a micronutrient critical for circulation and adrenal hormone production.

And finally I've added coenzyme Q10 to the **Cardio4Life™**. Every one of the trillions of cells that make up your body has a furnace called mitochondria. Each of these little furnaces require fuel, which when burned converts over to the production of energy. The fuel that is burned is coenzyme Q10, which is produced by our liver. But the older we get…the less of CoQ10 is produced. So when you combine vitamin B12 and CoQ10 with the other powerful ingredients, you will have the staying power you only dreamed about!

### 3. Strong Reproductive Health

There's more to maintaining a great sex life than strong erections and unstoppable stamina. Remember, men who are having great sex into their 80s, and beyond, can actually have strong reproductive health, too. After all, it's one of the things that makes us men!

And that's why **Cardio4Life™** is truly the next generation in men's sexual health.

**Cardio4Life™** "Triple Action" formula provides your reproductive system with exactly what it needs to be healthy and stay that way...good ol' fashioned vitamins, because, just like vitamins are essential to the rest of your body, they're essential to a good sex life too.
Besides the 5 grams of arginine, which is clinically proven to boost sperm count and sperm motility, vitamins like B-12 strengthen the testes and can help increase the number of healthy sperm for long-lasting vitality.

It's no wonder that as you get older and your erections start to wane, so does your body's absorption of Vitamin B-12. In fact, many men struggling with a wimpy drive and droopy erections are vitamin deficient. That's why Cardio4Life™ third tier of "Triple Action" is specially formulated with the nutritional support you need.

It's fortified with niacin and vitamin B-12 to support healthy male reproductive function. And research suggests vitamin B-12 may also support a healthy sperm count too! With this kind of nutritional support, you can be ready to go whenever the mood strikes you.

Best of all, there are no pills to take.

It's simply never been easier to achieve rock-hard erections, a strong libido and the stamina you're looking for, naturally. There are no pills, capsules or tablets. Instead, this incredible "sex fuel" is locked inside a powder that is mixed with plain water to create a beverage with a tasty, natural, grape, peach or orange flavor. Its power is unleashed the moment you pour it into your glass. And I am so confident that Cardio4Life™ is the best tasting arginine product on the market today, that I am willing to give a full 30-day money back guarantee!

Already men who've tried it are raving about the ease.

**Just one drink and you'll feel the difference**

Want to remind your wife what great sex is really all about? Then give Cardio4Life™ a try today. You'll join men from across the country, young and old, who are tearing their lovers to shreds and leaving them gasping for more.

They're throwing out those pills and having mind-blowing sex as often as they want - safely and naturally. Men like Louis who wrote in to tell us how Cardio4Life™ "Triple Action" formula is improving his life:

"Cardio4Life™ is the first supplement to offer an alert and heads-up approach to my every day. Thanks to Cardio4Life...I am a new man! Thank you!" - Louis C., Tennessee

Louis and others are telling us that they've never experienced anything like the power of Cardio4Life™ "Triple Action" formula. And quite frankly, I'm not surprised.
“Triple Action” just might be the most comprehensive and convenient way to turn your sex life into a hurricane of passion and spontaneity. Each tier of support works together for powerful results your wife will thank you for.

In fact, just one ounce of **Cardio4Life™** has the equivalent power to literally handfuls of supplements.

With 5,000 mg of arginine the first tier promotes rock-solid, lasting erections and the second tier fuels surging sexual desire, unbelievable stamina and intense, toe-curling orgasms.

With niacin and vitamin B-12, the third tier nourishes your reproductive system for optimum male virility.
Finally there is support for all of the things you need to get between the sheets, scare the dog and wake the neighbors – all in just one easy-to-use formula.

- Hard, recurring erections
- Surging desire and stamina
- Strong reproductive function

Another Big Bedroom Bonus

Although one delicious serving of Cardio4Life™ every day is enough to support your erections, desire and sexual energy...it gets better. Drinking a second serving, when you start feeling the urge for an all-night session, can rocket launch your sex drive to even greater heights!

You deserve fantastic, all-night sex and even in tough economic times, price shouldn't stand in your way. So I have calculated a way to get the price of Cardio4Life™ as low as I possibly can. But I must warn you...we cannot maintain this price for very long...so this is a very limited-time offer.

The regular price of Cardio4Life™ is $59.95, but today you will save over 30% on your 1-month supply and pay only $39.95.

So you can see why we can't maintain this price for long. So don't delay -- we are expecting a huge response to this offer and supplies are limited. There's nothing holding you back. Passionate, spontaneous sex is just around the corner!

You don't have to give up great sex just because you’re getting on in years. And you don't have to take a pill to get there either -- not with Cardio4Life™ breakthrough delivery system. Plus, with Cardio4Life™ "Triple Action" support, your body gets ready for sex no matter what your age. So you can have frequent, long-lasting erections and great sex into your 90s. What a great change for your nights and your mornings.

And Cardio4Life™ Couldn't Be Healthier

You can drink it every single day. In fact, I don't hesitate to recommend Cardio4Life™ to men of any age. The "Triple Action" formula contains all the vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and antioxidants designed to work with your body's natural arousal process -- not overpower it.

So if you're tired of popping pills. If you wish you could put some passion and spontaneity back into your bedroom, try Cardio4Life™ today. With the "Triple Action" breakthrough, scientifically-advanced delivery system, SPECIAL 30% OFF SAVINGS, and 30-day money back guarantee, Cardio4Life™ makes it easier than ever before to feel aroused naturally. And let's face it, that's the way it's supposed to happen.